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BOUNDS FOR THE VARIATIONAL RATIO
OF ARBITRARY LINEAR SYSTEMS

J.  ERNEST  WILKINS,  JR.

Abstract. Melese-d'Hospital and Wilkins have recently found

bounds for the error involved in replacing the maximum temperature

in some geometrically simple regions, containing a nonuniformly

distributed heat source, by the maximum temperature in the same

region containing a uniform heat source. In this paper we present

the formal mathematical reasoning in a general framework suitable

for other applications.

I. Introduction. In a recent paper [1] the authors considered the

question of determining bounds for the error involved in replacing the

maximum temperature (or the average temperature) in an infinite slab

(or infinite cylindrical shell, or spherical shell), containing a nonuniformly

distributed heat source and insulated on one surface, by the maximum

(or average) temperature in the same region containing a uniformly

distributed heat source with the same overall heat generation rate. In

order to make the techniques used in that paper more accessible for other

applications, we shall in this paper abstract the essential formal process

in the reasoning, as distinct from the manipulative, algebraic, and numer-

ical processes pertaining directly to the heat transfer problem. (These

latter processes would of course have to be supplied before useful results

in any other application could be obtained.)

Hence we shall be interested in an arbitrary linear functional (e.g., the

average value) of a response of a system (e.g., its temperature) to a given

source (e.g., the heat source). The principal results, derived in §11, are the

inequalities (14) and (17) below. These inequalities express bounds for

the error in replacing the linear functional for an arbitrary source by the

linear functional for a uniform source in terms of a particular measure of

the nonuniformity of the source. Other measures of this nonuniformity

are discussed briefly in §111.

II. The formal process. Consider a physical situation in which a

source or input H(y) defined on the interval (0, 1) produces a response or
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output T(x) defined on (0, 1). We suppose that T(x) can be related to

H(y) by means of an integral kernel K(x, y) so that

(1) T(x) = ^K(x, y)H(y) dy.

Assume further that a significant physically interesting quantity r can be

expressed as a linear functional of T, i.e., that there is a function P(x) such

that

(2) r = \P(x)T(x) dx.

In this paper we shall study the error involved in using as an estimate of

t the value t* corresponding to a uniform source H* equal to an

appropriately weighted average value of H(y), i.e.,

(3) H* = f XH(y)co(y) dy,
Jo

in which œ(y) is a nonnegative function such that

(4) PfflOO dy - 1.
Jo

To be precise, we shall determine the least upper and greatest lower

bounds for the dimensionless "variational ratio"

(5) T=(l-r/r*)/F,

in which the total variation V of the normalized source h(y)=H(y)¡H*

is used as a measure of the departure of H(y) from uniformity.

We suppose that H(y) is a nonconstant function in the class M of

bounded measurable functions on (0, 1), that K(x,y) is measurable on

the unit square, that there exists an integrable function k(y) such that

\K(x, y)\ ^k(y), that P(x) is integrable, that co(y) is a nonnegative integ-

rable function satisfying (4), and that t*#0. These hypotheses suffice to

insure the existence of t and r* and to justify the manipulations to be

made below. There is no loss of generality in assuming that H(y) is of

bounded variation for otherwise F=co, T=0.

We observe first that, as a consequence of (1) and (2),

(6) r = jj(y)H(y) dy,

in which

(7) F(y) = Pp(x)K(x, y) dx.
Jo
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It follows from this relation and (3) that

r* = H* f V(y) dy = f V(z) dz f'//(yMj») dy,
Jo Jo Jo

and consequently that

(8) I^1=Í1G(y)h(y)dy,
T Jo

in which

(9) Ciy) = co(y) - F(y)/' JV(z) dz.

Let the function L(y) be defined so that

(10) L(y) = - ¡"dz) dz.
Jo

Then L(0)=0, dLjdy——Giy) almost everywhere, and

(11) L(l) = - f GO») dy = 0
Jo

by virtue of (4). Since hiy) is of bounded variation, there are bounded

increasing functions p(y) and n(y) which vanish when y=0 and are such

that

(12) h(y) = h(0) + p(y) - n(y),        V = /»(l) + „(1).

It then follows from (8) and (11) that

(13) T-^ = i1Giy)piy) dy - [ciyMy) dy = /»(l)L(a) - nO)Liß)
T JO Jo

for some values a, ß on (0, 1), by virtue of the second theorem of the mean

for integrals. In view of (5) and (12) we conclude that

(14) - max |L(j»)| 5| Y ̂  max |L(j»)|.
Oávál Oelíál

The upper or lower bound can actually be attained if |¿(y0)|=max|L(y)¡,

and h(y) is a step function with a jump at the point y0, the jump having

the same or opposite sign as L(y0).

If G(y) is continuous, it follows from (11) that G(y) must vanish at

least once on the open interval (0, 1). If it is true, as a consequence of

the particular physical situation, that G(y) vanishes exactly once, then

it follows from Rolle's theorem that L(y) cannot vanish at all on (0, 1).

In fact, the sign of L(y) on (0, 1) is equal to the sign of G(y) near the

point j=l. It then follows from (13) that, if h(y) is monotone, the lower,
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or upper, bound in (14) can be replaced by 0, if the signs of L(y) and

h'(y) are the same, or different.

More generally, if h(y) is monotone increasing, then (14) can be replaced

by the inequalities

min L(y) _^ Y ̂  max L(y)
OSvël Oël/ël

whether G(y) vanishes more than once or not. Similarly, if h(y) is mono-

tone decreasing, we see that

— max L(y) < Y ̂  — min L(y).
Oálfál OÉvêl

If h(y) is convex and not constant, the bounds expressed in (14) can be

improved. To see this, suppose first that h(y) has an absolutely continuous

derivative h'(y). Let I be a maximal value such that 0_£_1, A'(j)_0 if

0=y<£, //'0>)=0 if fêy< 1, and suppose that

(15) K(s, t) = (s- tfLJ'uy) dy.

Then the denominator in equation (5) becomes

- JVOO dy +jh'(y) dy = -£/»'(£-) + (1 - W(t+)

+ j*yh"(y) dy + J"(l - y)h"(y) dy.

Since h(y) is itself absolutely continuous, it follows from (8) that

(16) I-^Z - PlOOÄ'OO dy,
T JO

so that after a similar splitting of the domain of integration and an

integration by parts, we see that

T-^- - £K(£,0)fc'(£-) + (I - £)*(£, l)Ä'(f+)

- JoW, 0)fe"GO ¿>> + J\l - y)K(y, l)h"(y) dy.

Since —A'(£—), A'(£+) and A"(y) are all nonnegative, it now follows that

T^ max

(17)
T> min

max {-K(y, 0)}, max Kty, 1)
.osnêi oÊî/St

min {-.K(y,0)}, min K(y,l)
.oSïSi OSaSl
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The bounds in (17) are in general sharper than the bounds in (14) because

Kiy, 0) and Kiy, 1) are average values of L(y) and L(y) is in general not

constant. In fact, L(y) is constant if, and only if, F(y) is proportional to

oj(y) and then r=r* is independent of h(y).

In the event contemplated earlier that G(y) is continuous and vanishes

exactly once, then L(y), and hence K(y, 0) and K(y, 1) also, has a con-

stant nonzero sign on the open interval (0, 1). If this sign is positive, then

(17) reduces to

(18') - max Kiy, 0) ^ Y < max Kiy, 1),
Oái/Sl Oëî/gl

while if this sign is negative,

(18") min Kiy, 1) ^ Y ̂  - min Kiy, 0).
OSí/Sl Oávál

When hiy) is concave instead of convex the inequalities (17) and (18)

remain valid provided the roles of Kiy, 0) and K(y, 1) are interchanged.

The inequalities (17) also hold for a nonconstant convex function

h(y) whose derivative h'(y) is not necessarily absolutely continuous. When

h(y) is convex, its derivative exists and is continuous except possibly

at the points of a finite or denumerable set. Moreover, h'(y) is a monotone

nondecreasing function which is integrable on (0, 1), and hiy) is absolutely

continuous on the open interval (0, 1). The function hiy) need not be

continuous at the endpoints y=0 and y—l, but it does have limiting

values A(0+)^A(0) and A(1-)^A(1). If the function hiy) is redefined to

be A(0+) when y=0 and to be h(l-) when y=l, the new function is

convex and absolutely continuous on the closed interval [0, 1]. This

redefinition does not alter the value of (t*—t)¡t*, and does not increase

the total variation V, since for the original function,

V = A(0) - A(0+) + (Vol dy + A(l) - A(l-).
Jo

The new function might be constant, but in this case F=0forthe original

function. It is, therefore, sufficient to establish (17) when h(y) is convex,

absolutely continuous, and not constant on [0, 1].

Consider the polygonal approximation

Kiy) = hin + iny - «X*í+i.» - A,„),

hin = h(i¡n),       i¡n ^ y = (¿ + 1)/»», i = 0, 1, • • •, n - 1.

It is not difficult to see that h'n(y) converges in the mean of order one to

h'(y) when h(y) is convex and absolutely continuous on [0, 1], and hence

that hn(y) converges uniformly to hiy), since h„(0)=h(0). Therefore,
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the variational ratio Yn for hn(y) converges to the variational ratio Y for

h(y), and so it is sufficient to show that (17) holds for Yn.

Choose i(n) such that hin^hiln)n (/=0, 1, • • • ,«). Then, except at the

corners of the polygon hn(y), /4(j)=0 if 0^y<i(n)/n, h'n(y)^.0 if /(«)/

«<j_l. It follows that the total variation Vn of hn(y) is

«<n)-l rU+l)/n n-l     /*(i+l)/n

yn=-2 h'n(y)dy+ 2 h'n(y)dy.
¿=0  J*'* ¡=i(„) Ji/n

Let ain=n[hi+y n-hin]=h'n(y) when i¡n<y<(i+\)ln. Then

Un)—1                                           ;                                     ■/    \

=   -   Z   (fli-J.n - °.n) - - fl.-(»)-l.»-

+      2     («i» - fli-l.n)!1  -  M   + %„).„(l  - ~)•
i=,<n)+l \ »/ \ n /

In a similar manner we see that the value of (t*—t)/t* for h„ is

fcXÄM ¿y = P^/ay) ¿y
Jo Jo

¡(n)-l f(z+l)/n

= 2 «i»        ¿0*o>,o)}
¿=o      "i/"

n—1 /*(»+l)/n

-   2 «in ¿K1 - J0K(* D}
1=I(J!) "''/«

Hn)-1 • /•        \

= 2 (fl,--i.»-«f,)-^(-,o
t=i n     \n     I

+aiM_jMKm¡0\
n       \ n       /

+   2 (flfa-aM>j(l-i)x(1,l)
i=,(n)+i V       n!    \n     I

+ atín).n{l-'f)K{¡f,l).

Upon comparing these last two results and observing that ai7l—o¿_i,n,

ûj(r!) „ and — a«„)_i,„ are all nonnegative, we conclude that Yn does in

fact satisfy the inequalities (17).

The bounds in (17) are best possible. If the maximum, or minimum,
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described in (17) is K(yx, 1), it is attained when h(y) is continuous, con-

stant on (0, yx), and linear on iyx, 1) with a positive slope. If the maxi-

mum, or minimum, described in (17) is — Kiyx, 0), it is attained when

hiy) is continuous, linear on (0, yx) with a negative slope, and constant

on (yx, 1).

III. Other results. The analysis in §11 has used the total variation,

which for absolutely continuous hiy) may be expressed as V= JJ \h'iy)\ dy,

as a measure of the nonuniformity of the source Hiy). Other nonnegative

functionals of H(y) which vanish if, and only if, H(y) is (almost every-

where) constant are the following:

Vv = Í A'OOr dy
Up

vx = i.u.b. ifc'ooi,
oSsíál

V* — IJo
\h(y)-  l\»dy

II,

-ii/v

1 £p < +00,

1 ^p< +00,

VJ = l.u.b. IAO»)
Oäyal

V" = ose h(y) = l.u.b.{A(y)} - g.l.b.{A(j»)}.
oâi/âi oávái

A variational ratio Yv, Y*, or Y' can now be defined employing each of

these measures of nonuniformity of H(y), and bounds can be found for

these variational ratios as H(y) ranges over an appropriate class of

functions.
If h(y) is absolutely continuous, it follows from (16) and the Holder

inequality that

(19) *[f\L(y)\"dy
-|i/s

(1   <:   p   ̂    00)

if p~1+q~1=l and the derivative h'(y) is in the class Lv of functions for

which Vj, is finite. The inequality (19) is true even if Vp= + oo since in this

case Yp=0. The inequality (14) is the special case/»= 1, q= oo of this result.

Moreover, it follows from (8) and (11), and the normalisation of h(y)

that

T-=/r = ¡\G(y) - G*co(y)}{h(y) - 1} dy
T* Jo

for any constant C*, and hence

(20)      |r;|^min
G' j"Jo

\G(y) - G*co(y)\Q dy

i/i

(1 = P ^ <»)•
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For the analysis leading to (20) the earlier assumptions should be modified

so that h(y) is in Lp and k(y) and to(y) are in La. When 1 <p^oo, so that

l^a< + oo, the minimum in (20) is attained when G* is such that

(21) jjGOO - CcoOOr1 sgn[G(y) - G*co(v)]ft»(y) dy = 0.

lfp=q=2, this relation is particularly simple, i.e.,

G* =[G<y)o*y')dy/So0^dy'

but otherwise we have been unable to exhibit the minimizing G* explicitly.

In order to analyze the behavior of Y', we revert to the initial assump-

tions on hiy), kiy) and w(y), and introduce the notation,

E+ s \y | GO») > 0],       E. s [y \ Giy) < 0].
Then

r-^T - í   GO0AO0 dy + f   G(y)A(y) dy
T* J«. J¿í +

^ (g.l.b. A) f   Giy) dy + (l.u.b. A) f   G(y) dy
j£_ Jß+

= (g.l.b. A) f GOO dy + (l.u.b. A - g.l.b. A) |    G(y) dy
Jo JE+

= (osc A)      Giy) dy,
Jb+

by virtue of equation (11). Similarly,

^-=^>(oscA)f   Giy)dy,
T Je~

and consequently

(22) f  Giy)dy<Y'^!  Giy)dy.
Je~ Je+

When 1 </»^co, equality will hold in (19) if, and only if,

A(y) = a + ßJViOr1 sgn Lit) dt,

(23) a = 1 - ß\ ILWr1 sgn L(t)JjLWr1 sgn L(i)r£,ü)(y) dy dt

for some constant ß. Equation (23) is required so that h(y) satisfy the
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norming restriction, inherent in its definition, that

(24) \\(y)a>(y)dy=\.
Jo

Similarly, when 1 <p= co, equality will hold in (20) if, and only if,

h(y) = 1 + ß \G(y) - G*œ(y)r1 sgn{G(y) - G*co(y)},

for some constant ß, provided G* is chosen to satisfy (21). This function

h(y) surely satisfies (24).

When/7= 1, equality cannot occur in (19) for any absolutely continuous

h(y). In fact, we showed in §11 that the bound for | yj, defined on the class

of functions h(y) of bounded variation, is attained when h(y) is a step

function with a jump at a point y0 where |L(y0)|=max|/(j)|, the magni-

tudes of the two values of h(y) being scaled, if necessary, so that (24) is

satisfied.

When p=\, equality holds in (20) if, and only if, a.(y)=h(y)— 1 is

positive on the set A0, negative on the set Ay, and zero on the complement

of An-r-Aj, the sets As being defined so that

A, = Lv | dy) - GMy) = (-i)'F(GJ)],
F(G*) = ess. lub. \G(y) - G*co(y)\.

The function h(y) will be nonconstant and normed if, and only if,

meas(Ao+A1)>0, and Ja^A! «GO^OO dy=0. For the functions G(y) and
oj(y) discussed in [1], the sets As are in fact finite, and in this case equality

cannot hold in (20).

The right, or left, hand bound in (22) will be attained if h(y) is a constant

a on the set E+ and a smaller, or larger, constant ß on the set E_, the

magnitudes of a and ß being scaled, if necessary, so that (24) is satisfied.

If G(y) is continuous and vanishes exactly once, say at the point y0,

the inequality (22) becomes

-\L(y0)\ = Y' = \L(y0)\ = max \L(y)\,

so that F and Y' have the same bounds. The interest in this result stems

from the observation that V'<V obviously, and so | y'| = | Y\.
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